Increasing Leidenfrost point using micro-nano hierarchical surface structures
Boiling of liquids is widespread in many applications such as power generation, refrigeration, desalination, chemical processing, and electronics cooling. [1] [2] [3] [4] Recently, there has been significant interest in enhancing pool boiling, where the heated surface lies immersed in a large volume of stagnant liquid, using micro/nanostructured 5-11 and hybrid surfaces. [12] [13] [14] [15] Another important class of boiling situations involves rapid cooling or quenching of overheated components using droplet impingement, sprays, or by plunging into a liquid; 16 applications of spray cooling include cooling of nuclear fuel rods, 17 fire suppression, 18 high-flux thermal management of electronic and photonic devices, 19 and metallurgical processes. 20 Cooling is effective when liquid droplets are able to come into direct contact with the solid surface. However, when the surface temperatures are above the Leidenfrost point (LFP), liquid droplets levitate, and contact with the surface is lost due to the formation of a vapor layer. 21, 22 The vapor layer acts as a thermal barrier and significantly limits the heat transfer from the hot solid to the liquid coolant.
1 Under such conditions, cooling is ineffective and the temperature of the substrate can reach dangerous levels, such as those experienced in the Fukushima disaster. 23, 24 Hence, higher LFP is desirable for enhancing cooling of overheated components.
Prior studies on increasing LFP include modifying the chemical properties of the liquid, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] surface properties, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] varying Weber number, [39] [40] [41] and the use of an electric field. 42 Modifying the surface is particularly attractive because liquid properties and other operational conditions are often constrained. Although most previous studies have identified surface roughness as an important property that generally leads to an increase in LFP, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] there are occasional studies that show this trend is perhaps in the reverse direction. 38, 43 These studies, although informative, have been limited to random roughness substrates such as porous ceramics, 31, 32 particle blasted and rough sanded, 34 salt deposited, 35 and particle coated. 36 As a result, the effects of surface texture on LFP are not easily quantifiable, and the physical mechanisms governing the phenomenon remain largely unclear. Here, we carry out systematic experiments, which show that surface texture does not always increase LFP. We reveal a more complex picture where competition between texture-induced capillary pressures and dewetting vapor pressures influences LFP and provide important insights for increasing LFP using hierarchical textures.
The effect of surface texture on the LFP is investigated by depositing millimetric droplets (30 ll, deionized water) onto heated silicon surfaces textured with arrays of microscale silicon square posts (Fig. 1) . 44 Drops are gently deposited to minimize inertial effects (We $ 1). The Weber number is defined as We ¼ q L U 2 R=c, where q L is the density of liquid, U is the impinging velocity, R is the radius of droplets, and c is the surface tension of the liquid. The post surfaces are fabricated using standard lithography techniques with post width a ¼ 10 lm, height h ¼ 10 lm, and edge-to-edge spacing b ranging from 3.3 lm to 100 lm. 44 For comparison, a smooth silicon surface without texture is also studied. All of the surfaces are subjected to Piranha cleaning 45 such that water droplets completely spread on the surfaces at room temperature (contact angle $ 0 ). The LFP is determined by increasing the surface temperature in small increments and observing droplets transition from vigorous boiling to Leidenfrost state using a high-speed camera. For the smooth silicon surface the LFP is found to be between 270 C (a drop vigorously boils) and 300 C (a drop floats on the surface) as shown in Fig. 1(a) and consistent with the previous studies. 36 Interestingly, on textured surfaces, we found the LFP to be higher on surfaces with sparser rather than denser post spacings. For example, the LFP on a textured surface with post spacing b ¼ 10 lm was similar to that on a non-textured surface ( Fig. 1(b) ). However, when the post spacing was increased to b ¼ 75 lm, the drop boils at both 270 C and 300 C ( Fig. 1(c) ), indicating that the LFP is higher on the sparser surface. Careful measurements of the transition from C for a spacing of b ¼ 100 lm. This result is surprising because common knowledge would suggest that denser textures should result in higher LFP as they can facilitate enhanced wetting due to higher capillary forces. 46 To rationalize these experimental findings, we propose the following model. A drop that is in contact with the textured surface must detach if it is to float on its own vapor. We hypothesize that while the drop is in contact with the surface, it is subject to two competing processes (Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)). Specifically, capillary forces from the textured surface act to maintain contact by pulling the interface downwards while compressive forces from the vapor generated by the drop push the interface upwards. If these two competing mechanisms dominate the dynamics, then the drop will transition from wetting to floating when the force pushing it upward is comparable to the force pulling it downward. Using the schematic in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) as a guide, we now estimate these competing forces.
In our experiments, drops are gently deposited on the substrate (We $ 1); however, even this gentle deposition can cause impalement into the micropost array. 47 The micropost array is hot enough that some of the impaled liquid quickly evaporates, creating a liquid-vapor interface. Because the solid surface is intrinsically highly wetting (i.e., intrinsic contact angle $ 0 ), we expect the liquid that is in contact with the surface to form menisci as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The characteristic curvature of the interface leads to a capillary pressure DP cap $ c=b, where c is the surface tension between the liquid and the vapor. The capillary pressure leads to a force that pulls the interface downwards into the micropost array; the strength of this capillary adhesion increases as the spacing between the posts b decreases.
There is a competing force pushing up on the drop due to the compressive pressure from the vapor under the drop. As the drop evaporates, the vapor under the drop pressurizes to the point where it can drive an outward flow. The surface texture hinders this outward vapor flow and therefore to achieve the same flow rate in the presence of texture requires a larger pressure differential. The pressure under the drop can be estimated by modeling the vapor flow as a viscousdominated radial Poiseuille flow. 31, 48 There are two components of shear loss for the vapor flow: one associated with the gradient of velocity across the height e of the vapor layer and the other with that across the spacing b between the posts. 49 The former component scales as l v V=e 2 while the latter scales as l v V=b 2 , where l v is the dynamic viscosity and V is the velocity of vapor. Therefore, the pressure gradient along the flow dP vap =dr is a combination of both the terms and scales as l v V=K, where K ¼ ð1=e 2 þ 1=b 2 Þ À1 is the approximate permeability. Because the flow rate is generated from evaporation, the value of V can be approximated using energy balance. 48 The mass flow rate of vapor per unit width dm vap =dt $ q v Ve is balanced with that of evaporation per unit width resulting from heat transfer through the gap dm evap =dt $ qk=h f g , where q v is the vapor density, q is the heat flux, h f g is the latent heat of vaporization, and k is the length of the contact patch that is in contact with the surface. Therefore, the force per unit area pushing upward on the drop under a contact patch of length k scales as DP vap $ ðl v qk 2 Þ=ðq v h f g eKÞ. The conductive heat flux q from the hot surface can be expressed as q ¼ k ef f DT=e, where DT is the temperature difference between the substrate temperature T s and the saturation temperature T sat . The effective thermal conductivity k ef f can be related to the micropost geometry by approximating the parallel solid and vapor thermal paths between the drop and the substrate. Hence, the effective thermal conductivity is modeled as k ef f ¼ ðk v ðð1 þ b=aÞ 2 À 1Þ þ k s Þ=ð1 þ b=aÞ 2 , where k v and k s are the conductivities of the vapor and solid, respectively.
In our model, the transition to the Leidenfrost state occurs when the pressure exerted by the flowing vapor overcomes the texture-induced capillary pressure. At this transition point, the thickness of the vapor is approximately equal to the height of the microposts, e % h. It has been observed that the interface near transition is composed of numerous dynamic pinning and depinning regions under the drop. 36 These perturbations lead to capillary waves throughout the drop and ejection of small satellite droplets. The size of these droplets is comparable to the wavelength of these perturbations and thus comparable to the length of the local contact patch. We measured the size of these droplets near LFP and found that the diameter was approximately 60 lm. Therefore, we approximate the contact patch length at transition in our physical model as k Ã $ 60 lm (Fig. 2(b) ). Our physical model predicts that the transition to the Leidenfrost state occurs when DP Ã vap =DP cap $ 1. For the heated, micropost array, this pressure balance can be expressed in terms of the texture spacing as DP
, where DT Ã is the difference between the substrate temperature and saturation temperature at LFP. We calculate the values of this ratio using the experimentally measured transition temperatures for different micropost arrays (Fig. 2(a) ) and indeed find that DP Ã vap =DP cap is of order one (Fig. 3) . We observe that there is a slight dependence with b=k Ã in Fig. 3 , which may indicate that one of the parameters that we model as constant, such as k Ã , might also depend on the spacing b. Nevertheless, the overall result that the two pressures are comparable at transition is consistent with our physical model and highlights the dual role of texture. It appears that textures not only elevates the LFP by increasing capillary pressure but also limits the LFP elevation by increasing the resistance to the escaping vapor flow.
If the physical model presented here is correct, it would follow that further elevation of the LFP might be possible if the texture could increase the capillary pressure without increasing the resistance to the escaping vapor flow. This prediction inspired us to develop a hierarchical textured surface, which we fabricated by coating nanoparticles via spincoating of its colloidal solution (220 nm diameter silica particles) onto a micropost array (b ¼ 75 lm). 44 When we compare the performance of the hierarchical surface at a temperature above the LFP for the non-hierarchical control surfaces, the results are striking (Fig. 4) . When the substrates are at 400 C (the limit of our experimental setup), an impacting drop will float above both a surface with a single micro-scale texture (b ¼ 75 lm; Fig. 4(a) ) and a surface with a single nano-scale texture (b ¼ 800 nm; Fig. 4(b) ). However, when a drop impacts the micro-nano hierarchical surface texture heated to the same temperature, the drop rapidly wets the surface demonstrating that the LFP has been significantly elevated (Fig. 4(c) ). All three results are consistent with the mechanisms in our physical model when the wetting depends on the smallest texture length scale and vapor resistance depends on the largest texture length scale. Other factors may also contribute to this effect, such as nucleation site density increment, and local compressibility, which may change the escaping vapor pressure and the vaporization temperature of a liquid. Nevertheless, our experimental results and physical model provide insight into how surface texture design can have a profound effect on the LFP.
In summary, we show that Leidenfrost point on textured surfaces occurs when capillary pressures balance compressive pressures exerted by the vapor. For single-length scale nano-or micro-textures, we show that texture can not only elevate LFP by increasing capillary pressure but also limit the LFP elevation by increasing the resistance to the escaping vapor flow. We show that further increase in LFP can be achieved using hierarchical micro-nano textures as they can significantly increase the capillary pressures without additional resistance to the vapor flow. These insights can be used to enhance the heat transfer performance in various cooling applications, including cooling of nuclear fuel rods under transient and accident conditions, fire suppression, electronics cooling, and metallurgy.
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